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a b s t r a c t
This paper presents an effective approach for the local threshold binarization of degraded document images. We utilize the structural symmetric pixels (SSPs) to calculate the local threshold in neighborhood
and the voting result of multiple thresholds will determine whether one pixel belongs to the foreground
or not. The SSPs are deﬁned as the pixels around strokes whose gradient magnitudes are large enough
and orientations are symmetric opposite. The compensated gradient map is used to extract the SSP so as
to weaken the inﬂuence of document degradations. To extract SSP candidates with large magnitudes and
distinguish the faint characters and bleed-through background, we propose an adaptive global threshold
selection algorithm. To further extract pixels with opposite orientations, an iterative stroke width estimation algorithm is applied to ensure the proper size of neighborhood used in orientation judgement.
At last, we present a multiple threshold vote based framework to deal with some inaccurate detections
of SSP. The experimental results on seven public document image binarization datasets show that our
method is accurate and robust compared with many traditional and state-of-the-art document binarization approaches based on multiple evaluation measures.
© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Document image binarization is a fundamental step in most
document analysis systems, which aims to extract text objects
from the background [1,2]. The performance of subsequent steps
is highly dependent on the success of binarization. But there are
still many challenges when the document images contain various
degradations, such as faint characters, bleed-through background,
ink stains and so on. Therefore, the study on binarization for document images, in particular degraded images, is very essential.
A successful binary result preserves meaningful information
while discarding noisy information [1]. It is diﬃcult to get such
a successful result when we apply the traditional local thresholding methods [3,4] to binarize the degraded document images. The
reason might lie in the fact that they compute a unique threshold
using all the pixels in neighborhood including the possible random
noise and background disturbance. In this paper, we use multiple
threshold values computed by the SSPs of the region to ﬁnd out
whether one pixel belongs to the foreground or not. As shown in
Fig. 1, the SSPs denote the stroke edges which contain both text
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and background pixels. The intensity statistic of these pixels is a
good approximation of the local threshold used to distinguish text
from background.
The concept of SSP has ﬁrst been proposed in our previous
work [5]. Its effectiveness has already shown in that paper. However, since the original SSP extraction method is primitive and
parameter-dependent, the binarization result is not always satisﬁed. In this paper, we present a modiﬁed extraction algorithm
with minimum parameter tuning to extract the SSP more precisely.
Speciﬁcally, the improvements are threefold. First, we use a more
effective background removal process to obtain the compensated
image. The gradient map is produced by the compensated one so
as to deal with many types of degradations. Then we propose an
adaptive threshold selection algorithm to compute a global threshold adaptively. We use this threshold to binarize the gradient magnitude map in order to extract the SSP candidates with large magnitude precisely. Finally, we adopt an iterative algorithm to estimate the text stroke widths and remove noise at the same time.
By applying the orientation symmetry judgement based on the estimated stroke widths on the SSP candidates, we extract the real
SSPs satisfying opposite orientation constraint in neighborhood.
The other contribution of this paper is the voting framework in
which we use multiple threshold values to decide whether each
pixel belongs to text or not. In this way, some inaccurate detection
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Fig. 1. The illustration of structural symmetric pixels (SSPs). (a) The motivation of
SSP : pixels around strokes contain both text and background candidates. (b) SSP
(white pixels represent Non-SSP, black and gray pixels denote text and background
candidates respectively). The blue arrows denote the gradient orientations of stroke
edges. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader
is referred to the web version of this article.)

of SSP can be compensated. The executable code of our algorithm
can be download from the following url1 .
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method, we
conduct comprehensive experiments on different datasets with
various types of degradations. The experimental results show
that our method achieves promising performance compared with
many traditional and state-of-the-art document binarization algorithms tested on the datasets of DIBCO’09 [6], H-DIBCO’10 [7],
DIBCO’11 [8], H-DIBCO’12 [9], DIBCO’13 [10], H-DIBCO’14 [11] and
H-DIBCO’16 [12], based on various evaluation measures, including
the F-measure, pseudo F-Measure, NRM, PSNR, DRD, and MPM.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 brieﬂy reviews the related work. In Section 3, we
introduce the proposed binarization method using the structural
symmetry of strokes in detail. The experimental results are presented in Section 4, and dummyTXdummy- conclusions are drawn
in Section 5.
2. Related work
Document image binarization is to convert a color or gray image into a binary image, where the text and background pixels are
marked in black and white respectively. Basically, the thresholding technique, which is one of the most useful binarization methods, are of three main types: global, local and hybrid [13,14]. In
the global techniques, a single threshold value is calculated from
whole image. The local techniques compute a local threshold based
on the statistics in the neighborhood of each pixel. Hybrid method
is the combination of the local and global one. For document images of good quality, global methods, like Otsu [15] and Kittler [16],
is capable of extracting the text eﬃciently. However, for document
images suffering from different types of degradations, local methods, such as Bernsen [17], Niblack [3] and Sauvola [4], usually produce better binarization results [18]. But they tend to introduce
some background noise. The reason may lie in the fact that the local threshold is calculated by all pixels in neighborhood including
the background disturbance.
To obtain more satisfactory binary results, Lu et al. [19] compute the local threshold only based on the stroke edge pixels and
the performance is improved to some extent. To extract the stroke
edges, they ﬁrst estimate the background surface through an onedimensional iterative polynomial smoothing procedure [20] and
then use Otsu’s method to binarize the compensated gradient map.
While the gradient map is replaced with a local contrast image
built with local maximum and minimum in Su’s paper [21]. In [22],
a more robust feature map is produced by combining the gradient
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Fig. 2. The ﬂowchart of the proposed binarization method.

map with the local contrast image. This method performs better
than those in [19] and [21]. But these methods have a certain limitation as stated in [19]: the result may remain some bleed-through
noise or ignore some faint characters since the ﬁnal threshold is
based on the local contrast. Lelore et al. [23] introduce the FAIR
binarization algorithm based on a double-threshold edge detection approach and the detection strategy makes it possible to catch
small details while remaining robust against noise.
The hybrid techniques combine the global and local thresholding techniques. It takes the advantages of both the techniques.
Chou et al. [24] divide an input image into blocks and choose different binarization methods for each block. In [25], several methods are combined based on a vote on their outputs. In [26], the
background is estimated ﬁrst by performing inpainting, then a
combination of the global and local adaptive binarization method
at connected component level is proposed to binarize images. The
performance of this method is extremely well but it is limited to
binarize handwritten document images only.
Other non-threshold approaches have been reported and the results are promising. Howe [27] proposes a method based on the
Laplacian energy of the image intensity. The energy function is
minimized via a graph-cut computation. The method is eﬃcient
but parameter-dependent. In [28], Howe improves this method by
tuning two key parameters adaptively and the performance is improved. Mishra et al. [29] deﬁne a energy function so that the
quality of the binarization is inversely related to the energy value.
They minimize this energy function to ﬁnd the optimal binarization using an iterative graph cut scheme. In some literatures [30–
33], the input images are divided into three classes: foreground,
background, and uncertain. Then, they classify those uncertain pixels by applying the MRF model or other strategy on the other two
categories of pixels. In a study published recently [34], some reasonable pre and post processes are used to deal with the broken
and degraded document images. These methods which combine
different types of image information and domain knowledge usually have high computational complexity.
3. Proposed method
This section details the proposed document image binarization
method.
The ﬂowchart is shown in Fig. 2. Given a document image,
ﬁrstly, we compute the gradient map from the compensated image which is obtained through a background removal process. Then
the SSP in the gradient map will be extracted from two different aspects: large magnitude selection using adaptive gradient binarization method and opposite orientation judgement based on
the stroke width estimation. Finally, we use the multiple threshold
vote based framework to decide whether each pixel belongs to text
or not. The concrete procedures will be provided below.
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Fig. 3. An example of compensated gradient map production: (a) Original image: PR5 from DIBCO’13. (b) Estimated background. (c) Normalized image. (d) Compensated
gradient map.

3.1. Compensated gradient map
We produce the compensated gradient map in order to deal
with the different types of document degradations such as faint
characters, bleed-through background and ink stains. The gradient
map is our basis to extract the SSPs which are deﬁned as pixels with large gradient magnitudes and opposite gradient orientations. But the gradient map produced by the original image may
introduce some unnecessary noise for the degraded document images. Therefore, we estimate the background surface and compensate the variation of degradation to obtain an appropriate gradient
map. Particularly, three procedures will be implemented as follows.
Firstly, the background surface is estimated by the background
estimation algorithm of Ntirogiannis [26]. The underlying idea is
to perform inpainting using Niblack’s [3] binarization result as the
inpainting mask. Fig. 3(b) shows an example of the estimated background surface.
The document degradation compensation is performed as follows:



Inorm (x, y ) =

)
255 × BI ((x,y
x,y )
255

I (x, y ) < B(x, y ), B(x, y ) > 0
else

(1)

where I and B denote the original image and the estimated background image respectively. Fig. 3(c) shows the normalized image
corresponding to the image Fig. 3(a). As we can see, the low contrast stroke edge pixels caused by the ink stain of the original image are restored in the normalized image thanks to the background
compensation process.
In order to deal with the random noise, we compute the gradient of the normalized image Inorm through a deformation of Sobel operator. In practical experiments, it is better than the Sobel operator in our binarization framework. The operator combines the Gauss property with the original Sobel characteristic.
Eq. (2) shows its concrete forms in the horizontal and vertical directions. Then the gradient magnitude map G is computed approximately by adding the L1-norm image gradient in the two directions for reducing the computational complexity. We use the coeﬃcient c in Eq. (3) to stretch the intensity range of the gradient
magnitude map G to [0, 255].
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gradient magnitudes and opposite gradient orientations. Therefore,
we will extract the SSP in the gradient map from two different aspects: 1) large magnitude: we propose an adaptive gradient map
binarization algorithm to compute a global threshold. The pixel
whose gradient magnitude is larger than that threshold value will
be regarded as a SSP candidate. 2) opposite orientation: we conduct orientation symmetry test on all the candidates. Only the candidates that satisfy the symmetry constraint are preserved as the
SSPs. Since the gradient orientations can not be symmetric opposite when the size of neighborhood is smaller than the stroke
width, we propose an iterative stroke width estimation algorithm
to estimate the stroke width adaptively.
3.2.1. SSP candidates extraction using adaptive gradient binarization
Background estimation followed by the image normalization
procedure compensates many variations of image degradation.
Therefore the gradient magnitude map can be binarized by a global
threshold value. We adopt the Otsu threshold [15] in our previous work [5]. But this threshold is inappropriate when the gradient
map does not ﬁt bimodal distribution. Besides, we can hardly distinguish the edge and non-edge pixels in intensity space when it
comes to faint characters and bleed-through background. As shown
in Fig. 4 (e) and (h), these two images have similar intensity characteristics. A good binarization of the gradient map must be able
to maintain the completeness of the character edges which should
be neither broken nor fused. To this end, we propose an adaptive
global threshold selection approach by ﬁnding the maximum of the
average edge pixels in gradient map. Pixels whose magnitudes are
larger than that threshold value will be regarded as SSP candidates.
Based on the observation that a good binarized result should
contain complete stroke edges as many as possible and the less
isolate noise the better, we introduce an evaluation function E(t)
on the global threshold t as follows:
M 
N


E (t ) =

x=1 y=1


Gt (x, y ) =

fedge (Gt (x, y ))

1
0

fedge (Gt (x, y )) =

3.2. SSP extraction
For the degraded document images, the intensity statistic of
SSPs is a good approximation of the local threshold. As shown in
Fig. 1, the SSPs are deﬁned as the pixels around strokes which contain both text and background pixels and these pixels have large

G(x, y ) > t
else



(2)

(3)

, t = 0, 1, . . . , 255

NCC

1
0

Gt (x, y ) = 1
else

(4)

(5)

Gt ( p, q ) = 0,

∃( p, q ) ∈ N(x,y)
(6)

where M and N denote the height and width of the input image
respectively. Gt denotes the bi-level image binarized by the threshold t with 0 corresponding to non-edge and 1 to edge. NCC denotes
the total number of connected components in the binarized image
Gt . The symbol fedge (·) denotes a edge discriminant function whose
value is 1 when the pixel belongs to edge and there is at least one
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Fig. 4. Three examples of global threshold selection: (a)(d)(g) original images: PR5 and HW3 from DIBCO’13 and H06 from H-DIBCO’12. (b)(e)(h) Normalized images after
background compensation. (c)(f)(i) The variation curve between E(t) and the global threshold t.

non-edge pixel in its neighborhood. N(x, y) in Eq. (6) denotes the 8
connected neighborhoods centered on the pixel (x, y).
The evaluation function measures the average number of contour pixels of stroke edge in one connected component. If the
threshold t is too big, there will be a few foreground pixels in
Gt which leads to a small numerator in Eq. (4). In contrast, if t
is too small, the isolated noise will appear so that the denominator, in other words, the number of connected components becomes
bigger. Therefore, the value of the fraction in Eq. (4) is small in
the both situations and there should exist a certain threshold t∗ to
maximize the value of the evaluation function. Fig. 4 shows three
function curves obtained from three images respectively. As we can
see, the normalized image (b) with clear text and simple back-

ground only contain one peak which reﬂects the best threshold
t∗ undoubtedly. But both the other curves contain two peaks for
very different reasons: there are some faint characters in the image (e) while large area bleed-through background appears in image (h). Thus image (e) should use the low threshold tl to preserve
the light text strokes and the high threshold th should be used to
remove the dark background pixels in image (h). In practice, there
may be more than two peaks when evaluated over a large amount
of images with various characteristics. But we only process the two
highest peaks. Next we will introduce a valid method to distinguish the two kinds of threshold candidates.
In light of our observation, the proportion of bleed-through
background pixels is usually higher than that of the faint charac-
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Fig. 5. The procedure to select the better threshold from tl and th . (a)(e) Binarized image Gth . (b)(f)Binarized image Gtl . (c)(g) The middle magnitude images Gmid . (d)(h) The
weak stroke edge images Gdif .

ter pixels. Therefore, we compare the proportion of the middlelevel intensity pixels with a ratio threshold Rthre . If the proportion
is higher than Rthre , the optimal global threshold t∗ will be the high
threshold th , otherwise, t∗ will be the low threshold tl . In this paper, we use the value of 0.05 to make the right selection between
th and tl . In practical application, we can adjust its value to adapt
to different situations.
To extract the stroke edges which would not appear with the
high threshold but appear with the low threshold, we ﬁrst produce
a binary image Gmid with 1 corresponding to pixels whose intensity
is between tl and th and 0 to others:


Gmid (x, y ) =

1
0

G(x, y ) > tl , G(x, y ) < th
else

(7)

Then we further extract the emerging stroke edges which appear
only because of the low threshold:


Gdi f (x, y ) =

1
0

Gmid (x, y ) = 1
else

Gth ( p, q ) = 0,

∀( p, q ) ∈ N(x,y)
(8)

The binarized image Gdif shows the stroke edge pixels of faint characters or bleed-through background. If the gradient magnitude of
the pixel is between tl and th and all its neighborhood pixels do
not appear in the image Gth , we label the corresponding pixel in
Gdif as 1. In this way we can remove the pixels adjacent to the
strong edges from Gmid . Two examples of the various binarized
images corresponding to the normalized images from Fig. 4 are
shown in Fig. 5. Finally, we compute the ratio r between the remained pixels labeled as 1 in Gdif and the total number of pixels and compare r with the ﬁxed ratio threshold Rthre . Therefore,
for the original image in Fig. 4(d), the optimal global threshold
is tl and the corresponding binarized gradient map is shown in
Fig. 5(b). In contrast, we choose the higher threshold th for the
image Fig. 4(g) and then obtain the binarized image shown in
Fig. 5(e).
In conclusion, the complete procedure to compute the global
threshold is shown in Algorithm 1. Then we get the text edge binarized image Gt ∗ with 1 representing the SSP candidates.

Algorithm 1 Adaptive global threshold selection.
Require: The normalized image Inorm and ratio threshold Rthre
Ensure: The best global threshold t ∗
1: procedure FindGlobalThreshold(Inorm , Rthre )
2:
for t = 0 → 255 do
Get the bi-level image Gt
3:
4:
Calculate the evaluation value E (t )
end for
5:
Detect one or two peaks of the function curve
6:
if (there is only one peak corresponding to T ) then
7:
t∗ = T
8:
9:
else
Get the middle magnitude image mask Gmid based on tl
10:
and th
11:
Get Gdi f by removing the pixels adjacent to the strong
edges in Gmid
12:
Calculate the ratio r corresponding to Gdi f
13:
if r > Rthre then
t ∗ = th
14:
else
15:
16:
t ∗ = tl
17:
end if
end if
18:
19: end procedure

3.2.2. SSP extraction using stroke width estimation
To further extract SSPs from the SSP candidates, we will remove
those pixels with asymmetric gradient orientation from the foreground in Gt ∗ . In our previous work [5], we divide angle plane into
eight overlapping intervals, which are evenly distributed throughout the plane of 360 degrees and each one of them is a range
of 135 degrees. Every interval is called an orientation group. For
all the SSP candidate-centered neighborhood window, we calculate
the SSP candidate count for each orientation group. If the gradient orientations focus on only one group, the center SSP candidate is determined to be asymmetric. According to [5], we use the
threshold value of 75 percent of the total count of SSP candidates
in neighborhood to determine if the center pixel is asymmetric or
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not. Since the neighborhood size is closely related to the width of
text strokes, we will estimate the stroke width ﬁrst.
Based on the observation of the document images in different
datasets, we propose the following assumptions. First, the document consists of one or more horizontal text parts. Secondly, the
stroke width is uniform through each part. Once the text strokes
are detected and labeled as 1 in Gt ∗ , we can estimate the stroke
width by using the method proposed in Lu’s paper [19]. Specifically, they scan the stroke edge image row-by-row and record
the distance between all adjacent stroke edge pixel pairs in each
row. The most frequent distance will be the estimated stroke
width. This method works well in the case of uniform text strokes
and low noise. Considering that machine-printed document images
usually contain characters with different font sizes and the noise
may introduce some wrong adjacent distance values, we make two
improvements: 1) multiple stroke width values are estimated using
horizontal projection; 2) an iterative framework for noise removing is used to increase the precision of estimated stroke width.
First we segment the original image into multiple sub-images by
applying horizontal projection. Then we estimate stroke width for
each sub-image. Once the estimated values are obtained, some
connected components which are smaller than half of the stroke
width will be removed. Then we repeat these steps until the terminating conditions are satisﬁed. The concrete procedure is shown
in Algorithm 2. In Section 4, we will use the experimental results
to demonstrate the advantages of the two improvements.

Algorithm 2 Iterative stroke width estimation.
Require: The text edge binarization image Gt ∗ and the maximum
number of iterations Nmax
Ensure: The estimated stroke width array SW and a new text edge
binarization image GSW
1: procedure IterateEstimateStrokeWidth(Gt ∗ , Nmax )
SW = EstimateStrokeWidth(Gt ∗ )
2:
Create a new empty array SW 2
3:
Initialize the iteration number i = 0
4:
5:
while (SW 2 = SW ,˜i < Nmax ) do
SW 2 = SW
6:
Get a new binarized image GSW produced by removing
7:
the small connected components from Gt ∗ according to the estimated stroke width array SW
SW = EstimateStrokeWidth(GSW )
8:
i←i+1
9:
10:
end while
11: end procedure
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:

procedure EstimateStrokeWidth(Gt ∗ )
Divide the image into P parts by using horizontal projection
on Gt ∗
for i = 1 → P do
Get the part bi-level image Ii
Calculate the most frequency adjacent distance d in Ii
SW [i] = d
end for
end procedure

Two examples of SSP extraction procedure are shown in Fig. 6.
Through the stroke width estimation process, we ﬁlter the noise
in SSP candidates to get a new text edge binarization image GSW .
Then we remove those pixels with asymmetric gradient orientation
from the foreground in GSW by using the method proposed in [5] in
which the neighborhood size is set to be 6 times of the stroke
width. As shown in Fig. 6, the single white curve in the top of the
image (g) disappears in image (h) through the judgement on ori-

entation symmetry. Finally, the precise SSPs are extracted through
a series of the process described above.
3.3. Multiple threshold vote based binarization
In this paper, we utilize the SSPs to calculate the local threshold
in neighborhood so as to suppress the non-text pixels and maintain the text ones as well. In order to deal with the inaccurate
detection of SSPs, we further propose a multiple threshold vote
based framework to determine whether one pixel belongs to the
foreground or not.
First, we compute a local threshold value in each SSP-centered
neighborhood as follows:

T (x, y ) = m(x, y ) + k × σ (x, y ),

∀(x, y ) ∈ SSP

(9)

where m(x, y) and σ (x, y) are the mean and standard deviation
of the intensity of SSPs within a neighborhood window around
the pixel (x, y) respectively. The parameter k controls the behavior of the method: the higher its value, the more text pixels occur. The neighborhood window should be at least larger than the
stroke width to contain stroke edge pixels. So we assign the size
of the neighborhood to be α times the corresponding stroke width.
Then α becomes the second parameter in our method. Through the
comparative experiments in Section 4.2, k and α are set to be 0.6
and 2 respectively.
In this way, pixels in the overlapped neighborhoods would have
multiple threshold values while pixels which never appear in any
neighborhood have no threshold. As shown in Fig. 7, there are
three overlapped neighborhood windows around three SSPs. We
use Eq. (9) to calculate a local threshold for each window. Every
pixel in the window is compared with the threshold. Then we create a map N to record the comparison results and initialize each
value in it as 0. For every pixel (i, j) in the neighborhood centered
on the SSP (x, y), we compare the intensity I(i, j) with the local
threshold T(x, y) as follows:



N (i, j ) ←

N (i, j ) + 1
N (i, j ) − 1

I (i, j ) < T (x, y )
else

(10)

Finally, the binarized image Ibin is calculated as follows:



Ibin (i, j ) =

1
0

N (i, j ) > 0
else

(11)

if N(i, j) is bigger than zero, the pixel (i, j) will be labeled as text.
The reason to do so is twofold. The ﬁnal label of the pixel with
multiple thresholds follows the majority voting results. The labels
are background for those pixels with no threshold, in other word,
the value in map N is always the initial value zero.
Once the initial binary image is derived from Eq. (11) described
above, the binarization result can be further improved by removing
the noisy artifacts of small size. In this paper, if the size of one text
connected component is smaller than half of the estimated stroke
width and this component is not connected to any pixel in SSP,
we can call it a noisy artifact. The reason for this is twofold. First,
the edges of big artifacts have already been removed in the SSP
extraction process by using the gradient symmetry ﬁlter. Second,
the text pixels are binarized only near the SSPs because the size of
the neighborhood window which is used in the local threshold binarization stage is only two times the corresponding stroke width.
Therefore, the initial binary image cannot contain the artifacts of
very large size and we only need to remove the small noisy artifacts in the post-processing step.
4. Evaluation
The proposed method is evaluated on several public datasets
from the previous document image binarization competitions:
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Fig. 6. The SSP extraction procedure. (a)(e) Original images. (b)(f) Binarized image Gt ∗ : SSP candidates. (c)(g) Binarized image GSW : ﬁltered SSP candidates, the green lines
are the border between different stroke width estimations which are 6, 13 and 6 from top to bottom in (c) and 5 in(g). (d)(h) The locations of SSPs illustrated with white
pixels. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 7. The illustration of the voting framework. (a) Original image. (b) Three SSP-centered neighborhood windows W1 , W2 and W3 which are used to calculate the local
threshold values. (c) The total computation number of local threshold for each pixel: the lighter the color, the greater the number. (d) The possibility of text for each pixel:
the lighter the color, the greater the possibility.

Fig. 8. Some document image examples taken from (H)DIBCO datasets.

DIBCO’09, DIBCO’11, DIBCO’13, H-DIBCO’10, H-DIBCO’12, HDIBCO’14 and H-DIBCO’16 [6–12]. The ﬁrst three datasets contain
both handwritten and machine-printed images while the rest ones
only contain the handwritten images. Every dataset provides a
collection of hand-annotated ground truth binarization results. All
these document images contain challenging noise, various fonts
and different types of degradations. Some examples are shown

in Fig. 8. To demonstrate the effectiveness of every improvement
proposed in this paper, we do a series of experiments by using
the improvements and the basic processes respectively. Then, we
compare our proposed binarization method with some traditional
and state-of-the-art algorithms and the top ranking algorithm in
each competition.
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4.1. Evaluation metrics
There are many metrics available for the evaluation of image binarization methods in the contest reports [6–12]. Six of them used
in our study are as follows:
•

F-Measure (FM)

FM =

•

2 × Recall × P recision
Recall + P recision

TP
TP
where P recision = T P+
F P and Recall = T P+F N . The TP, FP and FN
denote the true positive, false positive and false negative values.
pseudo F-Measure (p-FM)

p − FM =

•

2 × pRecall × P recision
pRecall + P recision

(13)

where pRecall is deﬁned as the percentage of the skeletonized
ground truth image described in [7,9].
Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR)



C2
P SNR = 10log
MSE
M 
N

x=1 y=1

•

(12)



(14)
(Ibin (x,y )−Ibin (x,y ))2

where MSE =
, C denotes the difference
MN
between text and background. PSNR measures how close two
images are.
Negative Rate Metric (NRM)

N RF N + N RF P
N RM =
2

•

FN
FP
where NRF N = F N+
T P and NRF P = F P+T N . The NRM measures
how mismatched between the GT and predicted image.
Misclassiﬁcation Penalty Metric (MPM)

MP M =

i
i dF N
D

(16)


j
j dF P

j
dF P

where MPF N =
and MPF P = D . dFi N and
denote the
distance of the ith false negative and the jth false positive pixel
from the contour of the text in the GT image. The normalization factor D is the sum over all the pixel-to-contour distances
of the GT object. A lower MPM score indicates a better binarization performance.
Distance Reciprocal Distortion Metric (DRD)



DRD =

4.2.2. Evaluation under different experimental settings
Compared with our previous work [5], there are three main
procedures to improve the quality of binarization results in this
paper. We did a series of experiments to prove the effectiveness of
the three procedures.
•

k DRDk
NUBN

(17)

where DRDk is the distortion of the k-th ﬂipped pixel and NUBN
is the number of the non-uniform (not all black or white pixels)
8 × 8 blocks in the GT image. The DRD is used to measure the
visual distortion in binary document images.
4.2. Evaluation of the proposed method’s performance
4.2.1. Parameter selection
As introduced in the previous Section 3.3, the proposed algorithm requires two input parameters: α and k. In the proposed
method, we assign the size of neighborhood window to be α times
the corresponding estimated stroke width. The neighborhood window should be at least larger than the stroke width to contain
stroke edge pixels. If α is too small, the number of SSPs in neighborhood will be too few to lose statistical signiﬁcance. Conversely,
if the α value is too large, the threshold value will deviate from the
pixel itself due to the far distance. The mean and standard deviation in Eq. (9) are computed by the intensity of SSPs in this neighborhood. The weight of the two statistics is parameter k which
could control the binarized result: the higher the value of k, the
more pixels will be predicted as text.

(a) Adaptive global threshold selection algorithm

To extract the SSP candidates more precisely, we propose an
adaptive global threshold selection algorithm (i.e. Algorithm 1) to
compute the global threshold. The threshold is used to binarize the
compensated gradient magnitude image. In order to demonstrate
the effectiveness of this algorithm, we binarize the image using
Otsu’s [15] global threshold.
•

MPF N + MPF P
2


•

(15)

In order to select the optimal values of the two parameters, we
create a training dataset by randomly choose ﬁfty percent of the
total images for each dataset and a series of experiments are conducted on them. The average FM for all the seven training datasets
with the change of α and k are used as the evaluation criterion.
Judging from the results shown in Fig. 9(a), we can pick the values of α = 2 and k = 0.6, which perform best based on the average FM across the training datasets. Fig. 9(b) and (c) show the
variation of FM with variable α and k on training datasets, respectively. There is a similar trend on the complete datasets shown in
Fig. 9(d) and (e), which demonstrates the robustness of the two parameters. These two selected values are not adapted any further in
the subsequent experiments. It is worth noting that the optimized
neighborhood window is a square with 2 times the stroke width,
thus the distance between the boundary and center pixels is just
one stroke width. Since all the center pixels in our framework are
the SSPs, i.e. the stroke edge pixels, the optimized neighborhood
contains approximately one text stroke.

(b) Iterative stroke width estimation algorithm

The stroke width in the document image is the basis of the
neighborhood size used in our binarization method. Its effect is
not only embodied on the orientation symmetric SSP extraction
but also on the local threshold calculation. To demonstrate the necessity of the stroke width estimation procedure, we do a comparative experiment in which the stroke width for each image is set
to a manually selected value. Fig. 10 shows the FM measures on
all the datasets for various values of the stroke width. We can pick
the best value of 4, which performs best in most datasets.
•

(c) Multiple local threshold vote based framework

Since the SSP extraction causes errors inevitably, the subsequent binarization framework needs to have the ability to compensate for the lack or error of the detected SSPs. We use the multiple
local threshold vote based framework to achieve this goal. In the
comparative experiment, we compute the unique local threshold
using the SSPs in neighborhood for each pixel in the image.
The average FM measures for all the seven datasets under different experimental settings are shown in Table 1. The ﬁrst line
of the table lists the result obtained by the proposed method. The
next three lines represent the results obtained by the three comparative experiments described above.
As we can see from the results shown in the second line
in Table 1, the Algorithm 1 outperforms Otsu’s method on each
dataset especially on DIBCO’11 and DIBCO’13. Both of the two
datasets contain many degraded images with faint characters and
bleed-through background. According to the deﬁnition of the evaluation function E(t), there are two peaks in those degraded images. We list the two-peak and total number of images in Table 2.
The results indicate that FM measure increases signiﬁcantly in the
dataset which contains two-peak degraded images. This demonstrates the effectiveness of our algorithm using the geographic
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Fig. 9. Effect of parameter α and k on average FM measure for the seven datasets. (a) The variation of FM with the change of both α and k on the training datasets. (b)(d)
The variation with the change of α when k = 0.6 on the training or complete datasets. (c)(e) The variation with the change of k when α = 2 on the training or complete
datasets.
Table 1
FM measure (%) under different experimental settings.

Proposed
(a)
(b)
(c)

DIBCO’09

H-DIBCO’10

DIBCO’11

H-DIBCO’12

DIBCO’13

H-DIBCO’14

H-DIBCO’16

Average

93.05
92.69
92.64
92.94

91.95
91.28
92.08
91.55

91.92
86.05
91.90
91.33

92.99
92.27
93.04
90.17

93.42
89.64
93.33
92.16

94.98
94.47
94.99
94.27

90.48
89.31
90.17
84.61

92.68
90.82
92.60
91.00

Table 2
The number of images with two-peak E(t) in each dataset.

Increased FM (%)
Two-peak number
Total number

DIBCO’09

H-DIBCO’10

DIBCO’11

H-DIBCO’12

DIBCO’13

H-DIBCO’14

H-DIBCO’16

0.37
0
10

0.67
0
10

5.87
6
16

0.71
5
14

3.78
4
16

0.51
0
10

1.17
1
10

Fig. 10. Effect of different stroke width values for the seven datasets.

distribution to select the optimal threshold. In this way we can
suppress the bleed-through background while preserving the faint
characters. For the datasets containing no two-peak curve at all,
the FM measure still increases by using the main peak of E(t),
which further demonstrates the superiority of our adaptive algorithm based on the completeness of stroke edges.
The FM measures corresponding to the manually selected
stroke width are shown in the third line in Table 1. The results
show that our method performs better in DIBCO’09, DIBCO’11,
DIBCO’13 and H-DIBCO’16 but performs worse in rest ones. Note
that the datasets DIBCO’09, DIBCO’11 and DIBCO’13 contain both
handwritten and machine-printed images while the other four
datasets only contain handwritten images. The reason may lie in
the fact that the stroke width of the handwritten image is not consistent which leads to inaccurate estimation of the stroke width. To
prove this conjecture, we separate the three mixed datasets into
handwritten and machine-printed ones and the results are shown
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Table 3
FM measure (%) on machine-printed and handwritten datasets.

Proposed
Without(b)

H-DIBCO’09

P-DIBCO’09

H-DIBCO’11

P-DIBCO’11

H-DIBCO’13

P-DIBCO’13

91.88
92.56

94.22
92.72

91.28
91.22

92.55
92.59

93.05
93.03

93.79
93.63

Fig. 11. Binarization results of a sample image (H09 in H-DIBCO’12) using different methods. (a) Original image. (b) Proposed. (c) Unique local threshold per pixel. (d) Lu [19].

in Table 3. We can observe that our method achieves a better performance on machine-printed document images than handwritten
images. In conclusion, compared with the method using manually
selected stroke width, our method using adaptive estimated ones
achieves the superior performance on the printed images and it
is comparable on the handwritten documents. Besides, the manual
method is too sensitive to image resolution and can not work well
when the value is selected inappropriately. Therefore our adaptive
algorithm is a good choice to avoid the risk of improper manual
selection of stroke width and deal with the machine-printed images with different font sizes.
The results without applying the multiple threshold voting
strategy are shown in the last line in Table 1. As we can see, the
FM measure on each dataset increases obviously through the voting framework. The reason for the better performance is twofold.
On the one hand, through increasing the number of local thresholds for the pixels to be judged, we can avoid the wrong judgement caused by the single local threshold which might be inaccurate. On the other hand, the voting framework can effectively eliminate the boundary noise in whose neighborhood the SSPs usually happen to be all background pixels. Fig. 11(c) shows a binarization result based on unique local threshold per pixel. There
are many wrong text pixels around the correct ones. The distance
from the wrong text pixel to its nearest SSP is about half of the
neighborhood window. Under such conditions, the count of SSPs
in its neighborhood is relatively small and mostly belongs to background. This causes the estimated local threshold to be so high
that the background pixel is erroneously judged to be foreground.
Lu et.al [19] also use a unique local threshold to obtain the binarization result such as Fig. 11(d). We can see from the picture that
there are also some boundary noise in their result. In the multiple local threshold vote based framework, we estimate the local threshold only in the SSP-centered neighborhood which means
that there are enough symmetric SSPs to estimate a suitable local
threshold.
Compared with our previous work [5], we also improve the image compensation method from the following two aspects: we use
a new algorithm [26] to estimate the background surface and we
use the deformation of Sobel operator to compute the gradient
map. The average FM values across the seven datasets are 91.32%
and 91.55% when we use the background estimation method in

[5] and the original Sobel operator respectively. They are both
smaller than the FM value of the proposed method (92.68%).
Therefore, the two improvements are effective to generate the
compensated image.
4.3. Comparison with other binarization methods
In this section, we compare our method with some traditional and state-of-the-art binarization algorithms including
Otsu [15], Sauvola [4], Lu [19], Su [22], Howe [28], Lelore [23] Mitianoudis [35] and Jia [5]. First the global thresholding method of
Otsu and the local thresholding technique of Sauvola are used in
our benchmarking experiments. For the Sauvola’s method, we use
a 30 × 30 neighborhood window and a value of k = 0.2 to calculate
the local threshold. Then two binarization methods based on text
stroke edges, as proposed by Lu and Su2 are used to compare with
ours. For Howe’s3 method using the Laplacian energy, we choose
its automated threshold version. For the FAIR method of Lelore4
and the LCM method of Mitianoudis5 , the default parameters in
their demos are used to produce the binarization results. Finally,
we also compare the proposed method with the 1st rank method
of each contest.
4.3.1. Time complexity
Since the speed of our method depends on the image size, we
estimate the runtime in second per megapixel. Considering that
the methods of Lelore [23] and Mitianoudis [35] put demo programs online but do not provide their executable codes, besides,
the methods of Lu [19] and Howe [28] have only MATLAB codes,
we only compare the average runtimes of the proposed method
with the other four methods with C/C++ code as shown in Table 4.
All the experiments are performed under such an environment:
quad-core Intel Core i5 at 3.1 GHz with 8GB RAM. Since the same
processing is required for each global threshold in Algorithm 1,
with no dependencies in the computations, the algorithm can be
2

Code kindly provided at https://sites.google.com/site/ﬂydreamersu/research.
Code kindly provided at http://www.cs.smith.edu/∼nhowe/research/code/.
4
Demo kindly provided at http://lelore.lsis.univ-tln.fr/demoFAIR/.
5
Binarization samples and demo provided at http://utopia.duth.gr/nmitiano/
publications.html.
3
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Table 4
Average runtimes(seconds/megapixel) of different algorithms.
Method

Proposed

Proposed(parallel)

Otsu [15]

Sauvola [4]

Jia [5]

Su [22]

Runtime

4.4488

2.4568

0.0010

0.0454

0.1194

3.7847

Table 5
Comparisons of the performance of the proposed and the other algorithms against DIBCO’09
dataset (best values highlighted in bold).

Otsu [15]
Sauvola [4]
Lu [19]
Su [22]
Howe [28]
Lelore [23]
Mitianoudis [35]
Jia [5]
1st rank of contest[6]
Proposed

FM(%)

p-FM(%)

PSNR

NRM(10−2 )

MPM(10−3 )

DRD

78.60
85.37
91.13
93.02
94.04
93.93
90.27
91.37
91.24
93.05

80.53
89.08
92.28
94.61
95.06
95.10
92.69
94.56
94.60

15.31
16.37
18.66
19.41
20.43
20.21
18.08
18.49
18.66
19.29

5.64
6.91
4.31
4.05
2.72
2.76
5.58
4.58
4.31
3.18

13.69
3.67
0.54
0.82
1.36
0.44
0.80
0.65
0.55
0.45

22.57
7.08
3.05
2.64
2.10
2.17
3.71
3.06
2.40

Table 6
Comparisons of the performance of the proposed and the other algorithms against H-DIBCO’10
dataset (best values highlighted in bold).

Otsu [15]
Sauvola [4]
Su [22]
Howe [28]
Lelore [23]
Mitianoudis [35]
Jia [5]
1st rank of contest[7]
Proposed

FM(%)

p-FM(%)

PSNR

NRM(10−2 )

MPM(10−3 )

DRD

85.43
75.18
91.36
93.59
93.82
88.97
89.46
91.50
91.95

90.64
84.08
93.18
94.81
94.27
91.16
93.94
93.58
94.75

17.52
15.94
19.78
21.08
21.09
18.32
18.86
19.78
19.83

9.36
16.28
5.98
4.20
3.53
4.67
7.14
5.98
4.37

1.58
2.46
0.49
0.37
0.24
1.38
0.84
0.49
0.39

4.05
7.22
2.42
1.72
1.79
3.38
2.93
2.17

Table 7
Comparisons of the performance of the proposed and the other algorithms against DIBCO’11
dataset (best values highlighted in bold).

Otsu [15]
Sauvola [4]
Lu [19]
Su [22]
Howe [28]
Lelore [23]
Mitianoudis [35]
Jia [5]
1st rank of contest[8]
Proposed

FM(%)

p-FM(%)

PSNR

NRM(10−2 )

MPM(10−3 )

DRD

82.10
82.14
79.71
87.83
90.79
92.48
89.13
84.34
80.86
91.92

85.96
87.70
81.54
90.24
92.28
94.11
93.79
88.11
95.09

15.72
15.65
15.55
17.71
19.01
19.37
17.90
16.60
16.14
18.98

8.16
9.09
9.18
7.33
4.30
3.91
7.62
9.74
4.80

16.09
11.25
39.50
5.33
8.03
2.65
2.15
2.52
64.42
1.37

8.95
8.50
21.47
4.66
4.46
2.97
3.47
5.64
104.48
2.64

executed in parallel. And in this way, the runtime of our method
is reduced from 4.45 to 2.46 seconds per megapixel as shown in
Table 4.
It is worth mentioning that the optimal global threshold t∗ in
Algorithm 1 for most document images is not too high: the highest value among all the images from the seven datasets is 131.
Therefore, the proposed algorithm would run faster while the binarization results remain the same if we narrow down the traversal range of global threshold t appropriately. Actually, the smaller
the traversal range, the faster the speed of the algorithm. But the
optimal global threshold t∗ may be selected incorrectly when the
range is too small. For all the images in seven datasets, the range
of 0–190 is a good trade-off between speed and accuracy. In this
case, the runtime is 3.73 (2.08 in parallel).

4.3.2. Binarization quality
In our experiments, the six well-known evaluation measures
FM, p-FM, PSNR, NRM, MPM and DRD which have been introduced
in the Section 4.1 are used to evaluate the various algorithms. The
source code of these measures is available in [36]. Tables 5, 6, 7,
8, 9, 10, 11 show the evaluation results obtained by the proposed
method and the other binarization algorithms for each dataset.
Table 12 shows the mean and standard deviation of the evaluation
measures across the seven datasets.
We can see from the Tables 5–11 that our method performs
much better than the two traditional threshold binarization methods proposed by Otsu [15] and Sauvola [4] on every dataset in
all measures. Similar to the proposed method, the binarization
algorithms of Lu [19] and Su [22] are also based on the text
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Table 8
Comparisons of the performance of the proposed and the other algorithms against H-DIBCO’12
dataset (best values highlighted in bold).

Otsu [15]
Sauvola [4]
Su [22]
Howe [28]
Lelore [23]
Mitianoudis [35]
Jia [5]
1st rank of contest[9]
Proposed

FM(%)

p-FM(%)

PSNR

NRM (10−2 )

MPM(10−3 )

DRD

75.07
81.56
89.76
93.73
94.05
89.71
88.65
89.47
92.99

78.14
87.35
89.61
94.24
94.42
92.24
91.92
90.18
95.10

15.03
16.88
19.55
21.85
21.43
18.73
18.75
21.80
20.37

9.82
11.74
6.58
4.15
3.31
5.02
8.01
3.51

32.10
2.66
1.93
0.29
0.43
1.32
0.69
0.46

26.46
6.46
4.19
2.10
2.11
3.88
3.88
3.44
2.34

Table 9
Comparisons of the performance of the proposed and the other algorithms against DIBCO’13
dataset (best values highlighted in bold).

Otsu [15]
Sauvola [4]
Lu [19]
Su [22]
Howe [28]
Lelore [23]
Mitianoudis [35]
Jia [5]
1st rank of contest[10]
Proposed

FM(%)

p-FM(%)

PSNR

NRM(10−2 )

MPM(10−3 )

DRD

80.04
82.71
87.08
87.70
91.34
90.78
91.41
89.50
91.27
93.42

83.43
87.74
88.03
88.15
91.79
91.47
95.47
92.93
93.37
96.05

16.63
17.02
18.75
19.59
21.29
20.54
19.54
19.30
20.68
20.78

9.28
8.99
6.91
7.35
4.47
5.08
5.81
6.47
5.67
3.82

14.58
5.62
3.20
3.02
3.55
3.35
1.11
2.91
2.39
0.33

10.98
7.64
4.27
4.21
3.18
3.59
2.78
3.82
3.10
2.03

Table 10
Comparisons of the performance of the proposed and the other algorithms against H-DIBCO’14
dataset (best values highlighted in bold).

Otsu [15]
Sauvola [4]
Lu [19]
Su [22]
Howe [28]
Lelore [23]
Mitianoudis [35]
Jia [5]
1st rank of contest[11]
Proposed

FM(%)

p-FM(%)

PSNR

NRM (10−2 )

MPM(10−3 )

DRD

91.62
84.70
91.08
94.38
96.49
96.14
87.57
93.34
96.88
94.98

95.69
87.88
91.64
95.94
97.38
96.73
96.60
97.18

18.72
17.81
19.71
20.31
22.24
21.88
18.43
19.51
22.66
20.56

6.09
10.36
5.74
4.14
2.20
2.08
6.56
4.72
2.87

1.13
1.00
0.96
0.33
0.33
0.29
0.38
0.23

2.65
4.77
3.08
1.95
1.08
1.25
2.15
0.90
1.50

Table 11
Comparisons of the performance of the proposed and the other algorithms against H-DIBCO’16
dataset (best values highlighted in bold).

Otsu [15]
Sauvola [4]
Su [22]
Howe [28]
Lelore [23]
Mitianoudis [35]
Jia [5]
1st rank of contest[12]
Proposed

FM(%)

p-FM(%)

PSNR

NRM (10−2 )

MPM(10−3 )

DRD

86.59
84.64
84.75
87.47
87.21
86.89
85.56
87.61
90.48

89.92
88.39
88.94
92.28
88.48
91.24
93.27

17.79
17.09
17.64
18.05
17.36
17.60
17.57
18.11
19.30

7.39
8.28
10.30
7.45
4.93
1.76
9.32
4.95

5.52
5.06
4.61
9.30
7.86
10.91
6.90

5.58
6.27
5.64
5.35
5.27
6.11
5.21
3.97

Table 12
Comparisons of the means and standard deviations (M/STD) of evaluation measures of different methods
over all the seven datasets (best values highlighted in bold).

Otsu [15]
Sauvola [4]
Su [22]
Howe [28]
Lelore [23]
Mitianoudis [35]
Jia [5]
Proposed

FM(%)

p-FM(%)

PSNR

NRM (10−2 )

MPM(10−3 )

DRD

82.78/4.75
82.33/2.97
89.83/2.88
92.49/2.49
92.63/2.48
89.13/1.32
88.89/2.68
92.68/1.21

86.33/5.29
87.46/1.37
91.52/2.60
93.98/1.72
93.51/2.32
-/92.76/2.32
95.15/1.05

16.67/1.19
16.68/0.64
19.14/0.89
20.56/1.31
20.27/1.31
18.37/0.54
18.44/0.88
19.87/0.61

7.96/1.42
10.24/2.63
6.53/1.84
4.21/1.44
3.66/0.93
5.29/1.58
7.14/1.75
3.93/0.69

12.10/9.25
4.53/2.88
2.36/1.73
3.32/3.29
2.18/2.41
-/2.70/3.21
1.45/2.09

11.61/7.99
6.85/1.01
3.67/1.16
2.86/1.33
2.74/1.16
-/3.94/1.24
2.44/0.66
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Fig. 12. Binarization results of image PR5 in DIBCO’13. (a)Lelore [23]. (b) Mitianoudis [35]. (c) Lu [19]. (d) Su [22]. (e) Howe [28]. (f) Proposed.

Fig. 13. Binarization results of image HW3 in DIBCO’13. (a)Lelore [23]. (b) Mitianoudis [35]. (c) Lu [19]. (d) Su [22]. (e) Howe [28]. (f) Proposed.

stroke edges. But they use Otsu threshold to detect the edges. Our
method outperforms theirs on all the seven datasets especially on
DIBCO’11, H-DIBCO’12 and DIBCO’13. As shown in Table 2, these
three datasets contain many two-peak degraded images. This fact
illustrates the effectiveness of our adaptive global threshold selection algorithm. From the results in the seven tables, we can see
that the proposed method is superior to our previous work [5]. As
listed in Table 1, the three modiﬁcations presented in this paper
play an important role in the binarization improvement. Compared
with Mitianoudis’s [35] binarization method using local features
and Gaussian mixture modeling, the performance of our method is
better on all the datasets. Meanwhile our performance is superior
to that of Howe [28] on the datasets of DIBCO’11, DIBCO’13 and HDIBCO’16. Compared with Lelore’s [23] method, ours performs better on the dataset DIBCO’13 and H-DIBCO’16. Besides, the results
show that our method achieves better performance than the 1st
rank method of contest on all datasets except the H-DIBCO’14.
In Table 12, the overall evaluation of all the seven datasets is
presented. From the mean values shown in the table, we can see
that the proposed method achieves the best performance in terms
of FM, p-FM, MPM and DRD, while it ranks 3rd and 2nd in terms
of PSNR and NRM respectively. Specially, our method obtains an
excellent result of MPM: the MPM score obtained by this method
is smaller than two thirds of the MPM score in the second place.

As introduced in the Section 4.1, the MPM measures how far the
misclassiﬁed pixels deviate from the contour of the text in the GT
image. This implies that the binarization result of our method has
few obvious misclassiﬁcations. Considering the robustness of algorithm reﬂected in the form of standard deviation in Table 12, our
method obtains the minimum value in terms of ﬁve measures. This
demonstrates the robustness of our method. And it further indicates that the three proposed strategies including global threshold
selection, stroke width estimation and voting framework make this
method to have good adaptability and generality.
Figs. 12–14 further show some binarization results produced by
different methods. Their corresponding original images have been
introduced in Figs. 4 and 6. The binarization results produced by
the proposed method are acceptable for all the three images based
on visual criteria. Speciﬁcally, the advantage of our method is more
obvious on the ﬁrst image. We can see from these experimental
results that other binarization methods perform differently for different images, whereas there is little difference between the performance of the proposed method on images with different degradations, which shows the robustness of our method. Indeed, due to
the multiple adaptive procedures, such as the global threshold selection, stroke width estimation, voting framework and so on, our
algorithm could handle the various degradations and achieve good
binarization performance.
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Fig. 14. Binarization results of image PR6 in DIBCO’11. (a)Lelore [23]. (b) Mitianoudis [35]. (c) Lu [19]. (d) Su [22]. (e) Howe [28]. (f) Proposed.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we present a novel and effective local threshold
binarization method based on SSP for degraded document images.
There are three key strategies to improve the binarization result
in this paper. First, for the SSP extraction, we propose an adaptive global threshold selection algorithm which can remove the
bleed-through background while preserving the faint characters.
Then the proposed stroke width estimation algorithm improves the
adaptiveness of our binarization method. Finally, we use the multiple local threshold vote based framework to compensate the inaccurate detected SSPs and eliminate the boundary noise.
We test the method on seven public datasets covering numerous types of degradations. The results demonstrate that our
method achieves promising performance compared with many
traditional and state-of-the-art document binarization approaches
based on various evaluation measures. Besides, there is little difference between the results we obtained using the proposed method
on different datasets which shows the robustness of our method.
Although the estimation of stroke width is more suitable for the
printed text, it indeed works well on both printed and handwritten document images under the same experimental assignment. In
summary, our method is effective, robust, and capable of handling
machine-printed and handwritten images with various degradations thanks to the multiple adaptive strategies, such as the background removal, global threshold selection, stroke width estimation and the voting framework.
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